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Abstract: A k -connected wireless sensor network remains connected if any k -1 arbitrary nodes stop working. The aim
of movement-assisted k -connectivity restoration is to preserve the k -connectivity of a network by moving the nodes to the
necessary positions after possible failures in nodes. This paper proposes an algorithm named TAPU for k -connectivity
restoration that guarantees the optimal movement cost. Our algorithm improves the time and space complexities of the
previous approach (MCCR) in both best and worst cases. In the proposed algorithm, the nodes are classified into safe
and unsafe groups. Failures of safe nodes do not change the k value of the network while failures of unsafe nodes reduce
the k value. After an unsafe node’s failure, the shortest path tree of the failed node is generated. Each node moves to
its parent location in the tree starting from a safe node with the minimum moving cost to the root. TAPU has been
implemented on simulation and testbed environments including Kobuki robots and Iris nodes. The measurements show
that TAPU finds the optimum movement up to 79.5% faster with 50% lower memory usage than MCCR and with up to
59% lower cost than the greedy algorithms.

Key words: Wireless sensor networks, network connectivity, movement-assisted k-connectivity restoration, fault toler-
ance, reliability

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are widely used in military, industry, health care, intelligent structures, and
many other applications. Connectivity maintenance in WSNs is an important task because the nodes usually
communicate with each other using some intermediate nodes and a failure in a node may cut off the connection
between other nodes. Most of the times, there is a specific sink node in WSNs that collects information or
sends commands to other nodes. Losing one or more nodes may create unreachable partitions from the sink
and waste many active resources in the network.

Many approaches have been proposed to increase the fault tolerance of unreliable WSNs [24]. A network
is 1-connected if there is a node whose failure divides the network into disconnected parts. In a k -connected net-
work at least k node failures can partition the network into disconnected parts. Besides reliability, k -connected
networks have many interesting properties. In a k -connected network, there are at least k disjoint paths be-
tween each pair of nodes; hence, fundamental tasks such as routing, load balancing, backbone construction, and
topology control can be implemented in a more efficient manner. The minimum node degree in k -connected
networks is k and usually higher k values lead to denser networks. The k values are useful data in medium
access control (MAC) and clustering protocols.
∗Correspondence: orhan.dagdeviren@ege.edu.tr
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This paper focuses on the movement-assisted k-connectivity restoration problem for general k values. The
movement-assisted k -connectivity restoration is the process of moving nodes in order to preserve the current k

value of the network after failures in nodes. To the best of our knowledge, only one algorithm named minimum
cost k-connectivity restoration (MCCR) has been proposed for the generalized movement-assisted k-connectivity
restoration problem [30]. This paper investigates the operation of the MCCR algorithm and proposes a more
efficient algorithm (TAPU) for the same problem in terms of time and space consumption. The proposed
algorithm uses a k -connectivity testing algorithm to check the current k value of the network after a failure
in a node. If a node failure reduces the k value, the proposed algorithm selects the best possible movement
strategy and restores the k value. By removing the matching operation from the k -connectivity restoration
process, our proposed approach runs up to 79.5% faster and uses about 50% less memory than MCCR. In
summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We propose a k -connectivity restoration algorithm, TAPU, that uses less time and space then the optimal
algorithm.

2. We provide time and space complexities of TAPU and show that TAPU asymptotically improves these
complexities of the existing optimal algorithm.

3. We evaluate the performances of TAPU and other algorithms through simulations on various random
topologies and testbed experiments using IRIS motes and Kobuki robots. Measurements clearly show the
superior performance of TAPU compared to the other algorithms.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief survey on related
works. Section 3 includes the problem definition and theoretical background. Descriptions of the proposed
algorithm are presented in Section 4. Section 5 includes the theoretical analysis and Section 6 presents the
experimental testbed and simulation analysis. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Related work
Various aspects of k-connectivity problems have been the subject of many studies. For example, given the
network area, number of nodes, radio range of each node, and the distribution model, various relations have been
proposed to estimate the probability of k-connectedness in WSNs [15, 22, 36–38]. Determining the minimum
radio power of nodes in a given network to achieve k-connectivity is another interesting problem that has been
studied in different works [10, 16, 19, 23, 26, 29, 34]. Some other studies focused on node deployment methods
to establish k-connected networks with maximum covered area [4–6, 31, 33]. Another well-known problem about
k -connectivity is finding the current k value of an existing network with minimum energy consumption.

Efficient central algorithms have been proposed for finding the k value of a graph in polynomial time
[11, 12, 14, 17]. The proposed algorithms for k -connectivity detection of WSNs estimate the k value from local
neighborhood information with reasonable energy consumption [8, 20, 28], or consume more energy to find more
accurate k values [2, 7, 9].

The k -connectivity restoration is another interesting problem. Failure of some nodes can reduce the k

value of a network and can decrease the network reliability. In the k -connectivity restoration problem, the aim
is to restore the k value after failures in one or more nodes. Relay nodes’ placement [3, 25, 35] and mobile
nodes’ movement [30] are approaches that potentially can solve this problem.
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This paper focuses on the movement-assisted k-connectivity restoration problem for general k values.
There are many studies on the movement-assisted k-connectivity restoration problem for k = 1 [18, 27] or for
other specific k values [1, 32]. However, the generalized movement-assisted k-connectivity restoration is still an
open problem and, to the best of our knowledge, only the MCCR algorithm has been proposed for this problem
[30].

The MCCR algorithm finds an optimal movement among the nodes for k-connectivity restoration by
calling a k-connectivity testing and a maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm. After a failure in a
node, the algorithm is called n times as MCCR(G,V, P ) , where G is the graph without the crashed node,
V is the set of remaining |V | − 1 active nodes, and P is the set of |V | − 1 possible positions for remaining
nodes. There are |V | possible P sets where MCCR tests all of them. In each run, MCCR checks whether the
positions in P form a k-connected graph. This is done by calling a k-connectivity testing algorithm on G and
P . If the current positions do not lead to a k-connected graph, the execution is aborted and MCCR checks the
next position set. Otherwise, the nodes in V are matched with the positions in P using a maximum weighted
bipartite matching algorithm where for any v ∈ V and p ∈ P the weight of each edge (v, p) is the reverse
cost of moving node v to position p . Finally, a match with the highest value is selected and the nodes are
moved to their matched positions. In this paper, it is shown that our proposed algorithm outperforms MCCR
both theoretically and experimentally in terms of time and space. Moreover, MCCR performs better than two
implemented greedy k-connectivity restoration approaches, which will be explained in Section 6.2.

3. Problem description

A WSN can be modeled as an undirected weighted graph G = (V,E,w) , where V is the set of nodes (vertices),
E is the set of edges, and w : E → Z+ is the weight function. The weight of each edge is the cost of movement
between two endpoints of an edge, which depends on various parameters such as distance, ground, obstacles,
slope, etc. Figure 1 shows a sample 2-connected WSN where there is a an edge with a moving cost between the
nodes that are located in the radio ranges of each other. To keep the simplicity, only the radio ranges of 3 nodes
are shown in Figure 1. It is generally assumed that a node must move to the positions previously occupied
by other nodes [30]. This assumption preserves the coverage area of the network and also keeps the problem
tractable. A node failure may affect the k value of the network. For example, in Figure 1, failure of any gray
node reduces k to 1 but a failure in any white node has no effect on k . Therefore, the vertices of any graph
can be divided into safe and unsafe groups as in Definition 1.

Figure 1. A 2-connected WSN. Figure 2. Nodes 3 and 2 move toward node 6.

Definition 1 Node v ∈ V is a safe node if G/v has the same k value as G . Otherwise, it is an unsafe node.
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Figure 3. Shortest path tree of node 6.

No restoration is required when a safe node stops working because the k value remains unchanged. In
the rest of this paper, the set of safe nodes is referred to by S . Any node v /∈ S is an unsafe node whose failure
reduces the k value by 1. Figure 2 shows the optimum movements to restore k -connectivity after a failure in
node 6 where node 3 moves to node 2’s position and node 2 moves to node 6’s position. As mentioned, the
MCCR provides optimal movement cost, so our objective is to design an algorithm that finds optimal movements
the same as MCCR at the same time consuming less time and space than MCCR.

4. Proposed algorithm
After a node failure in a k-connected network, the first question in k -connectivity restoration is whether the
restoration process finishes immediately if the graph (excluding the failed node) is k-connected. If the graph is
not k-connected, one of the other nodes should move to the position of the crashed node. Clearly, only one of
the safe nodes can leave its position without reducing k . The optimal movement can be achieved by creating a
shortest path tree (SPT) rooted from a failed node. Figure 3 shows the SPT of failed node 6. After finding the
SPT of failed node vf , the restoration procedure can select the nearest safe node s ∈ S to vf and move each
node to its parent location from s to vf in the tree as given in Observation 1.

Observation 1 Moving nodes to their parent location, starting from the nearest safe node up to the root of the
SPT of the failed node, is an optimal movement for k-connectivity restoration.

Let vf be the failed node, T (vf ) be the SPT of vf , and vn be the nearest safe node to the root in
T (vf ) . Suppose that moving the nodes among the path from vn to vf in T (vf ) is not optimal. In this case,
either there exists another safe node v where moving the nodes between v and vf in T (vf ) is optimal or there
is another path between vn and vf in G where moving nodes among it provides the optimal result. vn is the
nearest safe node to vf and v is farther than vn from the root; hence, v cannot provide a shorter movement
to vf . Also, in T (vf ) , the path between vf and any other node is the shortest possible path; hence, it is
impossible to find a shorter path between vn and vf in G .

In Figure 2, if node 6 stops working, the optimal restoration is moving nodes 2 and 3 to their parent
locations because these nodes are the nearest safe nodes to node 6 in its SPT. This paper presents a k -
connectivity restoration algorithm named test and pick up (TAPU) that accepts a graph G , the connectivity
value k , and the failed node vf . If the k-connectivity restoration is impossible, the algorithm returns false ;
otherwise, it restores k with optimal movements and returns true .

“Algorithm TAPU” above shows the steps of proposed algorithm. The algorithm returns true in successful
restoration and false in failed cases. In the first step, TAPU removes the failed node vf from G and tests whether
the new graph Ḡ is k-connected (lines 2 and 3). If Ḡ is k-connected, the algorithm immediately returns true ,
indicating that no movement is required and G/vf is already k-connected. Otherwise, we create the set V̄ ,
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Algorithm TAPU (G ,V ,E ,vf )

1: Begin
2: Ḡ← G/vf .
3: if testk(Ḡ, k) = true then return true .
4: V̄ ← {vf} , V ← V /vf , Parent[ 1 .. |V | ]← .
5: while |V | > 0 do
6: select an edge (i, j) ∈ E with minimum w(i, j) such that i ∈ V and j ∈ V̄ .
7: Parent[i]← j , G′ ← Ḡ/i .
8: if test_k(G′, k) = true then
9: v ← i .

10: while v ̸= vf do
11: move v to the position of Parent[v] .
12: v ← Parent[v] .
13: G← G′ .
14: return true .
15: else V ← V /i , V̄ ← V̄ ∪ i .
16: return false .
17: End.

which initially includes vf , and then remove vf from the node set V . V̄ is the set of added nodes to SPT.
Also, we create an array to keep the parent of each node in the SPT. The initial value of all elements in the
Parent array is set to empty (line 4). In the while loop we select the edge with the minimum cost that connects
node i ∈ V to node j ∈ V̄ . In this way, we extend the SPT to cover one more node from G . Obviously, in
the first iteration i will be one of the one-hop neighbors of vf with the minimum moving cost (lines 5 and 6).
Then we set node j as the parent of node i and remove node i from Ḡ (line 7). If the remaining graph G′ is
k -connected then i is a safe node. In this case the algorithm moves the nodes to their parent locations starting
from i up to the failed node and returns true (lines 8–14). Otherwise, i is an unsafe node and we should
continue to expand the SPT. Thus, i is removed from V and is added to V̄ and the loop repeats to select
another edge (lines 15 and 16). TAPU continues to select the edges and expands the SPT until a safe node is
detected or all nodes from V are added to the SPT. The algorithm returns false if V becomes empty without
finding a safe node (line 17). As we mentioned in Observation 1, TAPU guarantees the optimal movements for
k -connectivity restoration.

5. Theoretical analysis

The time complexity of the MCCR algorithm is θ(n(test+match)) = θ(n(mnk + n2log2n+mn)) ∈ θ(n2mk +

n3log2n) , where test is the time complexity of the k-connectivity testing algorithm [17], match is the time
complexity of the maximum weighted bipartite graph matching algorithm [21][13], n is the node count, and m

is the edge count.
At the best case, if Ḡ is k-connected, only the testing algorithm is called once in TAPU, and therefore the

best-case time complexity of TAPU is O(test) = O(mnk) . If Ḡ is not k-connected, TAPU creates a SPT and
calls the k -connectivity testing algorithm after adding each node to the SPT. The maximum iteration number
of the while loop is n and the maximum cost of the select operation is m . Therefore, the time complexity of
TAPU in the worst case is O(n(m+mnk)) = O(n2mk) .
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If we assume that the memory is freed after an execution of an algorithm and ignore the needed space
for constant number of variables used in the algorithms, then the required memory for the implementation of
the MCCR and TAPU algorithms is max(testsp ,matchsp) = (2m + 3n) and max(testsp, treesp) = (m + n) ,
respectively (testsp , matchsp , and treesp are the spaces required to execute test, matching, and SPT algorithms,
respectively). For dense connected graphs with m ∈ O(n2) edges, the required space of our algorithm is about
half that of MCCR. For sparse connected graphs with m ∈ O(n) edges, the required space of MCCR reaches
up to approximately 2.5 times of those of our algorithm. The time complexity in the best case has a significant
asymptotic improvement from θ(n2mk+n3log2n) to O(mnk) and in the worst case it is asymptotically improved
from θ(n2mk + n3log2n) to O(n2mk) .

6. Experimental evaluation

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we implemented TAPU and MCCR on testbed networks. The Hungarian
algorithm was used as the bipartite matching algorithm [21] and Henzinger et al.’s algorithm was used as the
k -connectivity testing algorithm [17].

6.1. Testbed experiments

We created a testbed for our experiments with 20 Crossbow IRIS motes and 5 iClebo Kobuki robots. IRIS
motes (Figure 4a) have 128 kB of programmable flash memory, 8 kB of RAM, and a 2.4-GHz IEEE 802.15.4
compliant transceiver with 250-kbps nominal transmit data rate and about 50-m indoor transmission range.
IRIS motes support the TinyOS operating system and can connect to USB ports over the MIB520 gateway.

Kobuki is a mobile robot designed for research and educational purposes. It has an accurate rotation and
navigation system that allows to specify the target position as polar coordinates. Kobuki robots support 70
cm/s maximum translational velocity and 180 degrees/s maximum rotational velocity and can carry up to 5-kg
payloads. They provide USB and parallel ports for communications and operate up to 4 h after full charging.
The developed firmware for Kobuki robots provides a C++ driver library that allows to send commands and
receive the current status of the robot (speed, velocity, degree, etc.) from the Linux and Windows operating
systems. Figure 4b shows a Kobuki robots.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. a) An IRIS mote. b) A Kobuki robot. c) A mobile node in the network.
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In our testbed, we connected an IRIS mote to a Kobuki robot using a small laptop (Figure 4c). The
laptop acts as a communication bridge between the IRIS mote and Kobuki robot. We developed a Java program
to receive the incoming packets from IRIS nodes and convert them to appropriate moving commands for the
Kobuki robot. Also, we implemented a C++ controlling program to accept the moving command from a TCP
port and deliver it to the Kobuki robot. According to the incoming messages from the IRIS mote, the Java
program sends a moving command with the target position to the opened TCP socket by the robot control
program. Upon receiving a move command, the C++ program calculates the distance and degree between
current and target positions and sends the required rotation and translation command to Kobuki. In this way,
the sink node can move any mobile node to desired position (x, y) by sending a move(x,y) message to it. Also,
using the broadcast beacon and move messages, the Java program monitors the topology of the network and
provides a real-time report for the failed nodes, movements, and sent/received bytes.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. a) A sample WSN deployment. b) The established links between nodes. c) Monitoring program.

Figure 5a shows one of our established WSNs and Figure 5b shows the existing links between the nodes
in this network. In the established WSNs, the sink node sends the position of each node before starting the
algorithm and each node periodically (every 2 s) broadcasts a beacon packet to inform its neighbors that it is
still alive. To create the desired topologies in the department building, we set the maximum communication
ranges of all nodes as 1.5 m. The nodes that receive beacon packets from their neighbors calculate their distance
to the sender node from incoming coordinates and discard the message if this distance is larger than 1.5 m.

If the sink does not receive a beacon from a node for 10 s (5 periods), it assumes that the node has
stopped working and calls the restoration procedure. The sink node sends the network topology and the failed
node id as parameters to the restoration procedure. According to the result of the restoration algorithm and
the selected movement model, the sink may ignore the node failure or send a move message to a subset of active
nodes. Node failures and movements are displayed by the connected Java programs to the sink node. Figure
5c shows how the program monitors the failed (red), safe (white), unsafe (yellow), and moving (green) nodes.
The cost of edges between the nodes has been considered as the distance between them.

We created 10 random topologies with various k values from 1 to 5 (two topologies for each k ) and used
the carrier sense multiple access collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC protocol with up to 1000 ms of random
time to avoid the packet collision. We determined 4 random nodes for failure before the experiment and put
the mobile nodes into the positions of nodes that are selected by the algorithm for moving.

The average movements of TAPU and MCCR were equal (about 8.3 m) in all topologies, as expected.
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We measured the wall-clock time of the algorithms between failure detection and moving nodes’ selection. We
did not add the real departure time of nodes to wall-clock time because the departure time depends on various
parameters including the hardware capabilities of nodes, initial acceleration, maximum speed, terrain conditions,
and middleware (firmware) performances. The average wall-clock time of MCCR was about 0.39 s, which is at
least 1.4 times higher than that of TAPU. The wall-clock time of TAPU was about 0.27 s.

6.2. Simulations
To compare their performances on larger networks, we implemented TAPU, MCCR, and two greedy algorithms
in the simulation environment. After the failure of an unsafe node, in the greedy algorithms, a neighbor of
the failed node is selected for moving to the failed node’s position. The restoration process terminates if the
network becomes k -connected. Otherwise, a neighbor of the moved node is selected for moving and this process
continues until the network becomes k -connected. In the select minimum cost (SMC) algorithm, the neighbor
with the minimum moving cost to the target position is selected for moving. In the select minimum degree
(SMD) algorithm, the neighbor of the target node position that has the minimum degree is selected. Figure
6a shows a possible movement in the SMC algorithm and Figure 6b shows a possible movement in the SMD
algorithm after failure of node 6.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. a) Possible movements in SMC algorithm. b) Possible movements in SMD algorithm.

We generated various random topologies for WSNs with different node counts and k values. The node
counts in generated random topologies are 50, 100, 150, and 200. Generated topologies have different k values,
which vary from 1 to 5. We generated 10 random instances of each topology type. Each algorithm has been
tested on all topologies with different failed nodes. We run each algorithm n/2 times on each topology and
each time a new node is selected as the failed node. In this way, the failure of half of the nodes in each topology
is simulated.

Figure 7 shows the average moved distance against the node count in the TAPU and MCCR algorithms.
Generally, the unsafe node counts in the higher k values are more than those of networks having smaller k

values. Hence, for higher k values, both algorithms have moved more nodes to restore the k -connectivity. By
increasing the node count, the number of safe nodes in the network increases and the moved distance becomes
smaller.

Figure 8 shows the average moved distance in the MCCR, TAPU, SMD, and SMC algorithms against
the node count. In networks with 50 nodes, the average moved distance of the TAPU and MCCR algorithms
is about 23 m. This value for the SMD and SMC algorithms is higher than 27 m. In networks with 200 nodes,
the average moved distance of TAPU and MCCR is less than 10 m while greedy algorithms produce movements
of more than 22 m. Increasing the node count increases the probability of finding a safe node near the failed
node and reduces the average moved distance. Figure 8 shows that the proposed algorithm finds the optimum
movement, similar to MCCR, and produces up to 59% lower cost than the greedy algorithms.
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Figure 9 shows the average moved distance in the MCCR, TAPU, SMD, and SMC algorithms against
the k value. For k = 1 , the average moved distance in TAPU and MCCR is about 9 m, while this value for the
greedy algorithms is higher than 18 m. In the 5-connected networks, the average moved distance of the TAPU
and MCCR algorithms is about 30 m, while greedy algorithms produce movements of more than 46 m. Figure
9 shows that for all k values, the cost of generated movements by the proposed and MCCR algorithms is at
least 34.7% lower than the generated movements by the greedy algorithms.

Figure 10 shows the number of moved nodes in the MCCR and TAPU algorithms for each k value. This
figure shows that the moved node counts for smaller k values are lower than those for higher k values. Generally,
with small k values, finding a safe node near the failed node is easier because with larger k values, most of the
nodes are used to create alternative disjoint paths between other nodes and this reduces the chance of finding
a safe node near the failed node. In networks with 50 nodes and k = 1 , the algorithms have moved about 2.6
nodes on average, while this value is 13.2 for k = 5 . By increasing the number of nodes in the network, the
probability of finding a safe node is increased; hence, the moved node count for restoration is decreased. The
average number of moved nodes in the networks with 200 nodes and k = 5 is 1.3, while this value for k = 5 is
9.1. Generally, Figure 10 shows that the k value has a considerable effect on the number of moved nodes in the
k -connectivity restoration process.
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Figure 7. Average movements against the node counts. Figure 8. Number of moved nodes against the node
counts.
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Figure 11. Wall-clock times against node counts. Figure 12. Wall-clock times against k values.
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Figure 11 shows the wall-clock time of algorithms against the node count. These results show that TAPU
is faster than the greedy algorithms and significantly better than MCCR in terms of wall-clock time. The reason
for this improvement is that the proposed algorithm stops searching upon finding the nearest safe node. This
causes TAPU to finish the restoration after a few calls to the testing algorithm. In the best case, if a safe node
crashes, the proposed algorithm finishes after one call to the testing algorithm. Also, if the failed unsafe node has
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a safe neighbor, the proposed algorithm only calls the testing algorithm twice. Most of the time, TAPU finishes
the restoration process after a few calls to the k -connectivity testing algorithm. On the other hand, the MCCR
algorithm calls the k -connectivity testing and matching algorithms n times after each failure. Consequently,
when the network has many nodes, the wall-clock time of MCCR grows faster than that of TAPU. The greedy
algorithms stop the restoration process upon finding a possible movement that leads to a k -connected topology,
but since the greedy algorithms usually move more nodes than TAPU, they call the testing and node selection
procedures more times, which leads to longer wall-clock time. According to the simulation results, TAPU is
about 79.5% faster than MCCR and at least 33.3% faster than the greedy algorithms in the networks with 200
nodes.

Figure 12 shows the wall-clock time of algorithms against k for networks with n = 100 nodes. All
algorithms consume more time to restore the connectivity of networks with higher k values because, generally,
the number of unsafe nodes in a network with a higher k value is more than that of a network with a smaller k

value. Hence, finding a safe node in a network with a higher k value takes more time. However, the proposed
algorithm finishes faster than the MCCR and greedy algorithms for all k values. On average, for k = 5 , TAPU
is 66.5% faster than MCCR and at least 18.7% faster than the greedy algorithms.

Figure 13 compares the average sent bytes of algorithms against the node count. The MCCR and TAPU
algorithms sent the same amount of bytes in all typologies. The sent bytes of greedy algorithms are higher
than TAPU and MCCR because they move more nodes after each failure. In the networks with 200 nodes,
TAPU and MCCR sent less than 800 kB while the greedy algorithms sent more than 85 kB. Figure 14 compares
the average sent bytes of algorithms against the k values. For all k values, TAPU and MCCR sent the same
amount of bytes while the greedy algorithms sent more bytes than them. For k = 5 , the average sent bytes of
TAPU and MCCR are about 800 kB, while this value for the greedy algorithms is higher than 900 kB.

Figure 15 compares the memory consumption (in terms of bytes) of the algorithms. The memory
consumption of all algorithms follows a linear function; however, the memory consumption of TAPU is about
half that of the MCCR algorithm in all topologies. In networks with 200 nodes, TAPU consumes less than 3900
bytes while MCCR consumes more than 7700 bytes. The space consumed by the greedy algorithms is slightly
lower than that of TAPU, but the maximum difference is less than 450 bytes.

These results show that our theoretical findings generally confirm the experimental analysis that TAPU
outperforms MCCR in terms of time and space consumption and outperforms the greedy algorithms in terms
of time and generated moving cost.

7. Conclusions
Connectivity restoration is a well-known problem and a variety of algorithms have been proposed for the solution
of this problem. However, the k -connectivity restoration problem for generalized k value is still an open research
problem and only one algorithm, MCCR, has been proposed for the movement-based k-connectivity restoration
problem. In this paper, we propose the TAPU algorithm for this problem, which improves the time complexity
of the existing MCCR algorithm from Θ(n2mk+n3log2n) to O(mnk) in the best case and to O(n2mk) in the
worst case. The space needed by MCCR is reduced from 2m + 3n to m + n . From testbed experiments and
simulation results, we show that our proposed algorithm uses about 50% lower memory and runs up to 79.5%
faster than MCCR and generates movements with up to 59% lower cost than the greedy algorithms. These
results show that TAPU is a significant contribution to the resource-efficient movement-assisted k -connectivity
detection in WSNs.
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